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ABSTRACT
Dejima architecture is a P2P-based framework for sharing data and
controlling update propagation over to multiple databases. Each
peer autonomously manages its own database and collaborates
with other peers through updatable views. Since our major target
application is transactional system, the global consistency is indis-
pensable in the Dejima architecture. In this paper, we investigate
traditional techniques for distributed transaction for database fed-
erations and consider the distributed transaction design for the
Dejima architecture.
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1 BACKGROUND
Information/Data silos are typical phenomena in large companies
and organizations: each department in a company has its own
goal, so it designs and builds its own applications and database
systems independently without federating with others. Another
typical use case is the mergers and acquisitions of large companies:
the existing different systems are not designed to be federated.
There is large demand for different systems to be federated to
provide useful services to users. To achieve such system federation,
we need to integrate the underlying databases: matching schema
between the databases, and then transforming data and propagating
updates from one database to another database. A large amount of
research has been conducted on the problem of data integration as
summarized in the literature [3]. In data integration systems, data
is often exchanged between different databases through views.

1.1 Read-only view is the major issue
Our first claim is that one of the major issues of the current data
integration systems is that "view is not updatable". From a technical
point of views, most of research focuses on read only data exchange,
since view update is a difficult problem caused by the ambiguity to
the source tables [8]: when a view is updated, there are potentially
many incomparable strategies to translate the view update to an
update to the base tables, so it is difficult to choose a suitable one
automatically [8]. Actually, the available DBMSs provide limited
support for view update. The ideal data integration system should
support updatable views: not only data sharing through read-only
views but also update propagation from views to source databases.

1.2 Inflexible data integration is the second
issue

Our second claim is that the second issue of the current data integra-
tion systems is its inflexibility: they are based on either assuming a
single shared global schema [4, 14] or peer-based approach [7, 9, 11]
that does not assume to have shared schema. The former is mainly
designed for enterprise use cases: data is exchanged between a small
number of databases through a single global schema. The latter
is designed for cases where there are large number of databases
so it is difficult to decide a single global schema: instead, data is
exchanged between two peers (each manages its own database) and
the update propagates cascadingly in the peer network. However,
the actual problem of the data integration is not simple enough to
fall into the above two categories. The ideal data integration system
should combine both aspects of the above two approaches.

Consider one of our target applications: a privacy-preserving
ride-sharing alliance system. It allows non-professional drivers
to provide taxi service using their vehicles. Each driver/vehicle
belongs to a single ride-sharing company. As the size of the ride-
sharing market increases, it is expected that "alliances" will be
formed among companies so that they can share the passengers’
requests. In this context, each alliance shares a single schema that
integrates databases of multiple ride-sharing companies. In addition,
a ride-sharing company belongs to two alliances, so data exchange
is needed between two alliances via the ride-sharing company. Once
a vehicle is assigned to an passenger of an alliance, the ride-sharing
company of the vehicle needs to ask the other alliance not to assign
the vehicle to other passengers. This is a type of data exchange
between two peers (alliances).

1.3 Dejima architecture
To solve the above issues, we develop Dejima architecture1 that
supports updatable views and global consistency, and it also flexibly
integrates databases [1, 2, 5]. The Dejima architecture is influenced
by Orchestra [6, 7]. It shares the same idea of the peer based data
exchange and update policy for avoiding view update ambiguities.
Furthermore, the Dejima architecture introduces Dejima group for
effective data exchange among multiple peers and puts emphasis
on supporting global consistency, whereas Orchestra handles
consistency only locally inside of each peer. The summary of the
contributions of Dejima architecture is described as follows:

Updatable view Dejima architecture provides a simple inter-
face for users and an efficient internal mechanism to support
updatable views. The users can easily write update policy for
avoiding the ambiguity of update propagation from views

1The source code is available at https://github.com/OnizukaLab/dejima-prototype.

https://github.com/OnizukaLab/dejima-prototype
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to source databases. The update should be made efficiently
by incremental view maintenance and view update.

Flexible database integration Dejima architecture combines
both aspects of the global schema based approach and the
peer based approach: multiple peers form aDejima group and
they can exchange their data by using Dejima tables, a global
schema in the group. In addition, if a peer belongs to two
Dejima groups and their Dejima tables are not independent2,
update propagates between two Dejima tables in a similar
way as the peer-based data integration [7].

Distributed transaction Moreover, once we permit updat-
able views and peer-based data integration, update may
cascadingly propagate to multiple peers. To achieve the con-
sistent update propagation, the Dejima architecture supports
distributed transactions. The major difficulty of supporting
global consistency in data integration systems is that the
scope of the affected peers by a given update is identified
only at execution time. This causes a higher rate of update
conflicts as update propagates more peers.

In this paper, we focus on the transactional aspect of Dejima
architecture. We first describe the notion of the update propaga-
tion among multiple peers in Dejima architecture in Section 2. We
investigate traditional techniques for distributed transaction for
database federations in Section 3 and then, we consider the trans-
action design for the update propagation in Dejima architecture in
Section 4.

2 DEJIMA ARCHITECTURE
We have seen that the requirements and functions of Dejima ar-
chitecture. In this section, we describe the overview of Dejima
architecture and its mechanism of the update propagation. The
transactional aspect of Dejima architecture is explained later in
Section 4.

2.1 Software components
The Dejima architecture consists of two components: peers and
Dejima groups [1]. Each peer manages its own local database and
participates in Dejima groups for sharing data with other peers by
defining Dejima tables. Peers can exchange data/propagate update
through Dejima tables in a Dejima group. Dejima tables are defined
by using bi-directional transformation languages [2] so that we
achieve bi-directional transformation/update propagation between
base tables (source data) and Dejima tables (target data). Dejima
tables can be seen as a global schema in each Dejima group.

Figure 1 shows an example of Dejima architecture which consists
of five peers P1, . . . , P5 and two Dejima groups G1 and G2. Each
peer has its own base tables B and participates in the Dejima groups.
Dejima table D1 is shared by P1, P2, P3 and D2 is shared by P1, P4,
P5. Conceptually, Dejima table is replicated among peers in the
same Dejima group.

2That is, an update of one Dejima table causes an update to the source base tables, and
the latter update also causes an update to the other Dejima table.
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Figure 1: An example of Dejima architecture: Pn,Gn,Dn,Bn
indicate peer, Dejima group, Dejima table, and base table, re-
spectively.

2.2 Update propagation
Once base tables are updated by client applications, the update is
propagated to other peers in Dejima architecture. The procedure
works as follows.

(1) The update made on the base tables is propagated to the
Dejima table since bi-directional transformation is defined
between the base tables and the Dejima table.

(2) The update made on a Dejima table is synchronized in the
same Dejima group in other peers.

(3) The synchronized update on Dejima table is propagated to
its base tables3.

(4) We sometimes have multiple Dejima groups for each peer. In
such case, the update may propagate between those Dejima
groups and then continue the update propagation. That is,
the update made on the base tables at the 3rd step triggers a
subsequent update propagation as described in the 1st step.

For example, if we receive an update on B2, it is transformed to the
update onD1 and propagated toD1. The update made onD1 in P2 is
synchronized with D1 in P1 and P3. Then, the synchronized update
made on D1 is propagated to B1 in P1 and B3 in P3. The update
made on B1 may propagate to D2 depending on the definition of
the bi-directional transformation between B1 and D2.

2.3 Implementation
The update propagation is implemented with proxy servers and
triggers in DBMS. We use proxy servers for synchronizing the up-
date on the Dejima tables in the same Dejima group.We use triggers
for propagating update from base tables to Dejima tables and we
also use virtual views for propagating update from Dejima tables to
base tables. The triggers and virtual views are generated from the
definition of the bi-directional transformation. In detail, once a base
table is updated, a trigger is activated and it transforms the update
made on the base table to the update SQL statement on the Dejima
table. The update statement is sent to the proxy server in the same
peer. The proxy server receives the update statement and replicates
it to the proxy servers in other peers in the same Dejima group.
Once the proxy server receives the replicated update statement, it
submits the update statement to the Dejima tables (virtual views).

3Note: since we assume that getput and putget laws are valid for bi-directional trans-
formation [2], we don’t need to make update propagation back to the source base
tables.
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The update statement on virtual views is transformed the update
on base tables and applied to the base tables.

3 DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTIONS FOR
DATABASE FEDERATIONS

We have described the mechanism of the update propagation in
Dejima architecture. Now, we have an important question: how
should we ensure the consistency when we propagate update to
multiple peers? Before considering how to ensure the consistency
in Dejima architecture, we investigate literature [15] and survey
the related techniques on distributed transaction.

3.1 Serializability
The serializability is a fundamental concept that ensures the consis-
tency when we have concurrent transactions on database system.
That is, a history (partially ordered operation sequences of multi-
ple transactions) is serializable if there exists an equivalent serial
history4. The notion of the serializability is safe because the re-
sulting database is equivalent with the case when the transactions
are executed in serial order. Moreover, there is no better concept
than the serializability that ensures the consistency for concurrent
transactions.

3.2 Serializability in distributed setting
The serializability is applicable not only to a single database server,
but also distributed setting in heterogeneous federations. The major
difficulty of achieving the serializability in distributed setting is
that we can not control the DBMS in each peer, because each DBMS
works autonomously. For example, let’s assume that we have two
update transactions, t1 and t2: t1 is executed at P1 and its update
is propagated to P2 as well as t2 is executed at P2 and its update is
propagated to P1. We could have the following local histories s1, s2
∈ CSR (conflict serializable) that do not lead to global correctness,
because their equivalent serial order is different:

P1: s1 ≈c t1t2
P2: s2 ≈c t2t1

where ≈c indicates conflict equivalence.
There are several approaches to avoid this problem. A summary

of the approaches we discuss below is given in Table 1. A naive
solution is to introduce a global locking mechanism and only per-
mits serial schedules of distributed transactions. This solution is
simple, but it requires to have a global transaction manager and it
does not permit the concurrent execution of transactions so we can
not expect high throughput.

A typical approach is the ticket-based concurrency control (See
Section 18.6 [15] for detail). If each DBMS in a heterogeneous feder-
ation guarantees CSR and ACA (avoid cascading aborts) properties
for its local schedules, and each subtransaction of a global transac-
tion includes take-a-ticket operations, then all resulting histories
are globally conflict serializable. The idea of the ticket-based ap-
proach is that the same partial order of transactions is enforced
at all DBMSs by adding read/write operations for ticket (logical
timestamp) at every local DBMS.

4There are variations of the equivalence definition, such as view equivalence, conflict
equivalence.

Also, there are techniques that ensures the global correctness
of replicated databases in distributed setting [10, 13]5. Pangea [10]
maintains global consistency between database replications by in-
troducing a new notion of "global snapshot isolation". Pangea as-
sumes that local DBMS supports snapshot isolation. The global
snapshot isolation ensures that all DBMSs share the same partial
order of transactions. The idea of Pangea is that it dynamically
chooses leader replica for update and propagates the update to the
follower replicas. It also identifies write-write conflict as well as it
also avoids hidden deadlock to achieve the global snapshot isolation.
Therefore, Pangea does not require to have a global transaction
manager.

Calvin [13] is another approach that leverages deterministic
transaction ordering to achieve full ACID transactions in replicated
databases. Calvin consists of three layers: Sequence layer, Schedul-
ing layer, and Storage layer. The Sequence layer transforms a set of
transactions in every time epoch into a global transactional input
that all DBMSs will ensure the same serial equivalence. The Sched-
uling layer guarantees equivalence to the serial order specified by
the sequencing layer while allowing transactions to be executed
concurrently. The Storage layer simply handles CRUD operations to
persistent files. Calvin does not require to have a global transaction
manager. In contrast to two phase commit protocol, which requires
two-round trips during transaction execution, Calvin reschedules
the execution order of transactions with one-round trip during
transaction execution, so it is effective for achieving scalable trans-
actional performance [12].

4 TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT IN DEJIMA
We have seen the importance of global consistency in distributed
setting and surveyed related techniques. Now, we would like to
consider the distributed transaction design for the Dejima archi-
tecture. The features of Dejima architecture from the distributed
transactional aspect are as follows.

• Each peer (DBMS) autonomouslyworks. Therefore, we should
not have a global transactionmanager and also the functional
requirements imposed to local DBMSs should be as simple
as possible.

• Data is exchanged/update is propagated between multiple
peers through Dejima tables. So the users can choose consis-
tent update propagation (global consistency is ensured by
Dejima architecture) or asynchronous update propagation
(global consistency is ensured by application programs).

Based on above the Dejima features and the summary of distributed
concurrency control in Table 1, Calvin is the most suitable approach
for achieving global consistency in Dejima architecture.

4.1 Calvin + Dejima
The Dejima architecture can support global consistency by dis-
tributed transactions. We employ the deterministic transaction
ordering [13] for cascading update over multiple databases and De-
jima tables and also introduce a peer group detection mechanism
that identifies the scope of the affected peers without the actual

5We can see the replicated databases is a special case of data integration: the bi-
directional transformation between base tables and views is defined by the identity
function.
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Table 1: Summary of distributed concurrency control (CC) techniques: SI (snapshot isolation), CSR (conflict serializable), ACA
(avoid cascading aborts) are the notions of transaction in single server. "global snapshot isolation" is a weaker isolation level
than serializability.

Technique parallel global transaction manager requirements for local DBMS global isolation level
Global locking no required nothing serializable
Ticket-based [15] yes not needed CSR&ACA required + take-a-ticket operations serializable
Pangea [10] yes not needed SI required global snapshot isolation
Calvin [13] yes not needed nothing serializable

update execution. This mechanism largely improves the abort rate
of distributed transactions. We introduces a scheduling layer on top
of Paxos for implementing the deterministic transaction ordering.
We associate all the peers that can be affected by cascading update
propagation to a single Paxos group, so that we execute a single
transaction for the Paxos group. We also detect cycles through
multiple Dejima groups on the way during the cascading update
propagation. The distributed transaction among multiple peers is
executed in two steps: peer group detection and actual transaction
execution of update operations as follows.

(1) We detect a peer group by cascadingly applying the inde-
pendence checking. A peer group is a group of peers that
may be affected by a given update operation. Note: since
the update propagation does not use the content of the base
tables, the actual scope of cascading update propagation is
smaller than the scope of the detected peer group.

(2) We run the transaction protocol in the peer group by uti-
lizing the deterministic transaction ordering to ensure dis-
tributed consistency, similar to the principles of the Calvin
architecture [13].

Our implementation is based on an additional scheduling layer
that hooks into the transaction protocol of the base databases. The
scheduling layer runs peer group detection algorithm to construct a
peer group.

5 CONCLUSION
Dejima architecture is a P2P-based framework for sharing data and
controlling update propagation over to multiple databases. Each
peer autonomously manages its own database and collaborates with
other peers through updatable views. In this paper, we considered
the distributed transaction design for the Dejima architecture. The
global consistency can be achieved by employing the ticket-based
approach or the the deterministic transaction ordering used in
Calvin.
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